
M362K (57055), Homework #8
Instructor: Ravi Srinivasan

Due: 12pm, Wednesday, Apr. 7

Note: Please include your name and UT EID on the front page. To get credit, please show your
work and not only your final answer. Please keep answers organized in the same order the
problems have been assigned.

Complete the following problems from ``Probability,'' by Jim Pitman:

--Probability densities--
* pp. 275-277, #1,2,3,4,8,10,12,13
* p. 335, #8,10
[Note: For p. 335, #10, use the properties of the standard normal density function to obtain
answers quickly.]

--Calculus problems--
* Complete the exercises given on the next page.

--Poisson distribution and Poisson process--
* pp. 234-236, #4,8,10,15,17
[Note: For p. 234, #4, assume that the number of misprints per page has a Poisson distribution
and that the number of pages having more than 5 misprints is binomially distributed. Then use
the Poisson approximation for the binomial distribution.]



HW8 Addendum: Calculus problems1. (Integration by parts)a) Using integration by parts � Rab u(x)v 0(x)dx = u(x)v(x)jx=ab � Rab u0(x)v(x)dx�,show that Z01 te�t dt=1:b) Compute Z01 t2e�tdtby integrating by parts once and then using part (a).c) De�ne the gamma function with parameter r > 0 by�(r)= Z01 tr�1e�tdt:Applying integration by parts once, show that �(r) = (r � 1)�(r � 1). Concludethat for any positive integer r, �(r) = (r � 1)! That is, the gamma function gener-alizes the de�nition of the factorial from positive integers to all positive real num-bers.2. (Multiple integration over a 2-D domain)Let D be the triangle with vertices (�1; 0), (1; 0), and (0; 1). Supposef(x; y)=� c if (x; y) in D0 otherwise :a) If R�11 R�11 f(x; y)dxdy=1, what is c?b) Let g(x) = R�11 f(x; y)dy. Give an explicit expression for g(x). Be careful to notefor which x2R the function g is zero, and where it is nonzero.c) Let h(y)= R�11 f(x; y)dx. Similarly to part (b), evaluate h(x).
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